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1320 A.D. - Madelayne Gray l'Ebreux is the queen of all that is lost. Her child, her husband...

everything. Or, so she thinks. The same battle that killed her husband resulted in the serious injury

of her husband's commander, Sir Kaspian St. Hever. As Kaspian lays badly wounded, Madelayne is

asked to tend the man in a most unconventional and intimate way. Instead of using her milk to nurse

her child, who was born dead, she nurses a man who is forbidden solid foods because of a belly

wound. And so, a unusual and sometimes erotic relationship develops between Madelayne and her

patient.Kaspian is tended by a woman who offers him her breasts as way of sustaining his life. At

first, he looks at the situation as a necessity but he soon comes to crave it. He struggles to keep his

feelings from the widowed woman but it becomes increasingly difficult. For a man who has known

little compassion or kindness in his life, Madelayne comes to represent everything he has been

missing. She soon becomes to represent everything he wants, and he wants her.Join Madelayne

and Kaspian on their journey through life, loss, lust, and passion in this adventure - packed and

unconventional Medieval Romance. Can Madelayne finally change her stars with Kaspian's help?
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Kathryn Le Veque is an excellent author filled with talents! One of her many qualities as a writer, is

to make you feel strong emotions and transport you in time. She never disappoints me, and this

time, she really surprised me with, Queen of Lost Stars! This novella is different from anything

Kathryn Le Veque has written, she added a touch of eroticism! I hope, she will write more stories

like this one, I really loved it!It tells the story of Madelayne Gray d'Ebreux, a brave, stubborn and

determine woman, who is the Queen of lost stars! Enters in her life, Kaspian St. HÃ¨ver, an injured

knight, a man who has learned, early in life, to control his emotions. In order to save his life,

because of his injuries, she has to breast feed him! Kaspian is a man of little compassion, he soon

learns that Madelayne is the perfect woman for him. As they embark, on a journey of tenderness,

passion, betrayal and vengeance, Kaspain and Madelayne, will see their lives transformed into a

beautiful loving relationship. The chemistry between the two is sizzling which will create sensual

moments of intimacy! I liked her secondary characters Thomas and Mavia. You might shed a tear or

two! Lots of twists and turns!Queen of Lost Stars is a must to read! I highly recommend it!

The title and cover of Kathryn Le Veque's latest Medieval novel recognizes the difference in this

story and her warrior heavy former novels. Although the hero of this story is powerful, honorable,

and fascinating, this is a heroine driven story. The heroine, Madelynde, is the wife of Kaspian St.

Hever's second in command Cairn. Very quickly the reader is drawn into the tragedy of this young

woman's life. Her only living family member is a nasty father, she has two dead babies, and a

husband she is fond of is betrayed and killed. Essentially she is very much alone. In her sorrow she

is asked to help save a critically wounded St. Hever by allowing him to suckle her breasts for life

giving milk. She reluctantly agrees to help this cold, somewhat emotionless, warrior. But a man

shown very little kindness and caring, blossoms under the close relationship these two damaged

people forge. Love blooms amidst tragedy for two deserving people. But this would not be a Le

Veque novel without a cruel villain. And although we watch the growth of Kaspian, it is Madelynde

whose growth is so inspirational. The lonely, tragic heroine of the beginning becomes a female

warrior by the end. This book is an emotional journey for our hero and heroine and, consequently,

for the reader. This is a touching story that has a very dramatic act in Kaspian taking sustenance

from the widow of his second in command. But this is not a salacious act. It is an act of incredible

kindness on the part of our heroine. It does eventually have a romantic component but the sharing

is loving not erotic for the sake of being erotic. The author has written another exciting, touching

story with characters you cannot help but like and a plot that stays with you long after you are

finished.



I've been reading and love getting and collecting all Kathryn le Veques books for a little over two

years now , started with the Dragonblade series and haven't been able to stop.But, Queen of Lost

Stars has ..it's hard to say but just saying that Kathryn le Veques really,really had me yelling ( out

loud) at Nicolas, wanting to beat his butt with what he was doing, Kathryn has done so wonderful

with this book the evilness of the villain, the loneliness of a couple of the characters, and with the

method of healing Kaspian.If you're interested in medieval history with a little mystery, a little intrigue

and a romance you're going to really want to read Queen of Lost Stars and once you have you will

be a fan of Kathryn le Veques medieval writings...and the heroines aren't damsels like you hear

either..and the heroes are to die for.And one KLV book can't be enough you'll want

more...more...more and more

I hope you love Erotic Medieval Romance, because if you do....you will really enjoy this book.

Madelayne Gray d'Ebreux, is a complexed woman. There is an injured knight who needs her in

order to recoupe from a life threatening injury. Madelayne, never thought she would develop

emotions for this knight.Kaspian St. HÃ¨ver is an amazing Knight who has been injured. To his

surprise a woman comes into his life in an extremely odd manner. This knight learned early on that

he must keep his emotions in line at all times. Can he continue to do so with the situation he is in?

Kaspian is a good man deep inside and this woman stirs feelings in his soul.Together these two

discover the pull that will unite them. Can they work together on this journey of discovery to find

happiness?

We meet Madelayne and Kaspian in this LeVeque adventure. Madelayne had just lost her husband

in battle and a baby in childbirth. Kaspian is wounded in said battle as well with a belly wound,

which doesn't allow him to eat in steps Madelayne to literally nurse him back to health. I will be

honest in saying at first I was a little taken a back by this concept and wasn't sure I would read this

book. I am so glad I did it added an emotional component that was riveting. It was such an exciting

read with battles and different dimensions of love and struggles with honor and necessity. It was

truly gripping It may have been a departure for this author's style, but it hit the nail on the head.
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